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Hawaii

I moved to the USA in 2001 and lived in Waimea on the
island of Hawaii. I was walking to and from work under the
high voltage power lines that run through the streets there.
During that time I had noticed that I was getting very anxious
and that if I was placed in a stressful situation that my heartbeat
would start to race and my face would flush. I attribute that
health effect to the high voltage power lines, as it cleared up
when I moved away from Waimea.
Working at approximately 13,796 feet is well known
to be harmful to human health and most people on the
mountain were in some state of sickness. We were
commuting up and down the mountain daily and our bodies
were constantly in a state of confusion. I knew from
conversations with other staff members that poor health was
a feature of daily high altitude commuting. Pilots, air
hostesses, and frequent fliers suffer from the same thing.
At 13,796 feet very little grows! It is a barren landscape
that is just rocks and cinder. When you work at high altitude you
notice that trees stop growing at a very definite altitude. This
line of demarcation is called the “Tree Line”. It appears to be an
effect of radiation exposure. As you increase in altitude, the air
gets thinner and less solar radiation filtering is taking place.
More energy is in the electromagnetic spectrum and it appears to
move outside of what the trees can survive in. You will find
very strange growth patterns in the trees near the tree line with
unusual branching and weird deformities. For this reason, I
advise people to be very careful with high altitude radiation
exposure. If there are no trees around at altitude, then you
should avoid the sunlight, as it may give you a very strange type
of radiation sickness!
In Hawaii, I had a strange beach encounter with a group
of people that I had started chatting to. It turned out that they
were all having health problems and were in Hawaii to try and
recover their health. They invited me into their oceanfront home
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where there were a wide range of medical devices that they were
using. Among the devices they had was a “Zapper” that applies
pulsed DC voltage to the hands and an oxygen tent. Like many
people, this group had watched their health mysteriously decline
as they had aged. It was a mystery to them how they had ended
up in poor health. Unfortunately, meeting them was like meeting
myself a decade later, I just did not know it at the time.
In 2003, I joined the astronomy team and moved onto
the night shift. I had suspected that living on the mountain for a
week and having a week off would be healthier and it was! I
also started to build a solar photovoltaic powered home in
Hawaii. Everything was going well, until I moved into the
home. The home was powered by a modified sine wave inverter
that was running on high capacity 24 volt DC batteries that were
charged by 8 solar photovoltaic modules. Like most off-grid
homes, it had “Energy Star” compact florescent lighting (CFL)
throughout the home.
I had noticed that there was a constant buzzing on the
phone line whenever I would use it. I spoke with the electrician
who had installed it and I was advised that it was a feature of offgrid homes. I was developing a wide variety of health issues the
longer that I lived in the home. The main health symptom was
fatigue. The longer I lived there, the more excessive the fatigue
got. I got to the point where I would drink energy drinks and
then go to bed and sleep. The drinks were having no effect on
me! However, my mating cycle was constantly being triggered.
Today, I realize that the buzzing on the phone line
was a combination of dirty electricity on the electrical
grounding system combined with radio wave emissions from
the electrical wiring. The effect was made worse during the
night from the compact florescent lights (CFL) putting
harmonics onto the electrical cables and the electromagnetic
fields that they emit. I did not know it at the time, but I had
developed Radio Wave Sickness (RWS)!
I knew two other people who lived in off-grid solar
powered homes very well. One was extremely passive
aggressive with most people and his personality was lacking
empathy. The other was showing severe symptoms of
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forgetfulness. When you explore the field of dirty electricity,
you find that the off-grid homes generally have the poorest
power quality. The quality of electricity will vary with the loads
on the system. It is likely that this dirty electricity was a source
of their problems.
I developed intestinal pains during working on the
night shift and about every two weeks I would get painful
cramps that would lead to diarrhea. I did not know it at the
time, but it is classical symptoms of shifting solar radiation
exposure. It would generally occur on my first day off in
sunlight after working a week of nights.
The visions were the most fascinating thing about
working nights. It is very surreal to have to stop the car on
your way down from the summit to your bedroom because a
Hawaiian princess on a horse is in the road! You look all
around and it is just the two of you and a horse in a barren
lava field at 4 AM. You look away, you look back, they have
gone and off to bed you go. The radioactivity from Space
gets very high on top of these 13,796 feet mountain peaks and
was likely a factor in these hallucinations. Unfortunately,
working at approximately 13,796 feet is like working at a
leaky nuclear reactor due to the radiation from Space!
The adverse health affects in people are well
documented in the medical profession and by high altitude
climbers. The advice is not to go to 13,796 feet in one day.
Most of the observatories truck their staff from near sea level to
the summit and back down every day! It makes many of them
sick and they end up self medicating on the free company
supplied drugs on the mountain. After several months they get
the nasty drug side effects as well as the high altitude sickness.
Many summit employees are walking around up there with
medications in their pockets, such as aspirin and ibuprofen for
the headaches, antacids for the stomach and sickness problems,
and throat lozengers and cold medications for the sore throats
and runny noses. The abnormal summit lifestyle eventually
turns some of them into zombies and they end up arguing with
each other. When I worked there, there was no disclosure of
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this to the new hires, other than "You may get altitude sickness
working here".
I saw two of the long term summit employees that I
knew very well die during my time at the W. M. Keck
Observatory from disease conditions. They each had spent
approximately a decade working on the mountain. I was quite
sick after working 5 years on the summit. Interestingly, my
coworker at La Palma died from cancer after many years of high
altitude work.
The second person that I knew who committed suicide
had worked at the W. M. Keck Observatory for some years. He
was a welder. Welders get exposed to significant levels of stray
voltage, stray currents, stray frequencies, ultraviolet light and
various electromagnetic radiation emissions from their arc
welding equipment. Both of the people I have worked with who
committed suicide were nice people. Unfortunately, it is well
known that electromagnetic radiation exposures can make nice
people do strange things that are out of character for them. The
strange environmental radiation at these high altitude facilities
does seem to have an impact on the staff, “kooky” as some
people call it.
“The soul without imagination is what an observatory
would be without a telescope.”
Henry Ward Beecher
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